Introduction
National statistical offices develop an institutional sense of statistical disclosure based on accumulated experience and judgment, from which agency confidentiality policies and procedures are codified. To ensure that disclosure is defined unambiguously and can be limited effectively, disclosure must be expressed quantitatively. For tabular data, this is accomplished by means of a linear functional over the measurement data called a sensitivity measure. The sensitivity measure identifies sensitive (disclosure) cells to be those cells achieving a positive value for the sensitivity measure. In addition, the sensitivity measure can be used to measure disclosure and to compute a lower bound on how much the value x of a particular sensitive cell would have to be increased (to x + r) to reach a hypothetical cell that is nonsensitive. Defining a corresponding lower bound, e.g., equal to x -r, defines the cell's protection interval (x-r, x+r)-equal to the set of all unsafe estimates of x. Statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) of tabular data is complete if and only if only the tightest (exact) interval estimate of each sensitive cell value x computable from the released tabulations is safe, viz., strictly contains the protection interval. The theory of sensitivity measures is developed fully in [1] .
Complementary cell suppression (CCS) is a methodology for statistical disclosure limitation in tabular data. CCS replaces the value of each sensitive cell by a symbol (D for "disclosure"). Suppressing only these primary suppressions is insufficient to ensure complete SDL, and consequently additional, nonsensitive cells, called complementary suppressions, must also have their values replaced by D. CCS methodology is focused on assuring good choices for the complementary cells, viz., a collection of cells that assures complete SDL, while suppressing as little useful data as possible. These concepts are fully developed in [2, 3] .
In this paper, we examine the data protection capabilities of complementary cell suppression. There are two widely used rules to define disclosure--the p-percent rule and the p/q-ambiguity rule. Treating magnitude data as continuous data, sophisticated users can compute exact interval estimates of suppressed cell values using linear programming. A fundamental question arises: shouldn't the data releaser make the same information available to all users to assist in their understanding, interpretation and analysis of suppressed magnitude data? In the next section we provide SDL preliminaries on sensitivity measures and CCS, and discuss exact intervals. Then we examine CCS mathematically, and demonstrate how a suppression pattern protects sensitive data. Finally, we present vulnerabilities of CCS: first, for CCS performed in a heuristic, as opposed to rigorous, manner; second, under the p-percent rule; third, for exact intervals under the p/q-ambiguity rule; and, finally, for reporting intervals, exact or not, under fairly general assumptions about intruder knowledge.
X denotes a tabulation cell, and its cell value is x . Order the contributions to x from largest to smallest and denote these contributions x i , so that Express p as a decimal; e.g., 20% = 0.20. Disclosure under the ppercent rule is expressed by the sensitivity measure:
An enhancement of the p-percent rule that incorporates prior information available to an intruder is the p/q-ambiguity rule: the releaser assumes that an intruder can estimate any contribution to within q-percent, 1 > q >> p. Express q as decimal. Disclosure under the p/q-ambiguity rule is expressed by the sensitivity measure: .
When q = 1, the p-percent and p/q-ambiguity rules are identical; otherwise, it is evident that the p/q-ambiguity rule is stricter than the p-percent rule, viz., it identifies as sensitive all p-sensitive cells and possibly more. The p/q-rule has been used in the Canadian Census of Manufactures.
A sensitivity measure is a continuous function. If, as above, it is normalized with final coefficient = -1, then its value r provides an exact lower bound on the distance from a sensitive cell value x to hypothetical larger cell values that are nonsensitive. We refer to r as the upper protection limit. Typically, -r is selected as the lower protection limit, and the open interval (x -r, x + r) is the protection interval. Upper and lower protection limits here are equal, as is typical in practice, but in general can be unequal. See [1] for complete details.
Complementary cell suppression is a very difficult theoretical and computational problem. CCS can be accomplished using mathematical programming, as follows. Represent the tabular structure as Ay = t. Entries of A are 0 or 1.
Original data are a = (a 1 ,…., a n ), so that Aa = t. 
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The first constraint of (1) preserves the tabular structure. The second and third enforce the sensitivity measure. M > 1 is a suitable constant. Nonnegative lower ( ) and upper bounds ( ) on feasible cell values represent intruder prior knowledge, e.g., percentages under the p/q-rule or pseudo-bounds (0 and infinity) if prior knowledge is not assumed. The objective function is selected to preserve or optimize the releaser's notion of data quality: to minimize number of cells suppressed, set c k = 1; to minimize total value suppressed, c k = a k ; and, to minimize Berg entropy (a compromise between number and total value suppressed), c k = log (1+ a k ).
Magnitude data are treated as continuous data, and therefore exact interval estimates of suppressed cell values y k can be obtained via linear programming: min y k (respectively, max y k ) subject to Ay = t. The exact interval for a k is [min y k , max y k ]. The model constraints of (1) assure that exact intervals contain protection intervals. It has been argued that the releaser should provide exact intervals in lieu of suppressed data under the p-percent rule. Similarly, for the p/q-rule, as the releaser assumes that intruder can estimate data within q-percent, shouldn't the releaser provide these estimates for use by legitimate analysts? The question of releasing intervals has been asked since the 1970s, reemerging recently as partial cell suppression [5, 6] . If exact interval estimates of suppressed values are released, the user could impute interval midpoints for suppressed data and analyze the "midpoint tables." Less sophisticated users are likely to do this because it is simple. The resulting tables may fail to be additive, but additivity could be regained through controlled tabular adjustment ( [7] ) or application of iterative proportional fitting (IPF) to impute suppressed values ( [8] ).
Mathematical Properties of CCS
Complementary cell suppression replaces all sensitive and selected nonsensitive values, which are fixed, by symbols, which can be treated as variables. By definition, a particular CCS solution is complete if all exact intervals for variables corresponding to sensitive values x contain the cell's protection interval (x -r, x + r). Table 1 provides a working example. 
X denotes a sensitive cell, and A, B, C denote X's complementary suppressions. For our analysis, we extract the essence of Table 1 and provide hypothetical values for the reduced marginal totals, represented in Table 2 . As it contains only four suppressions, Table 2 is the simplest possible example in two or more dimensions. Nevertheless, Table 2 is a building block, as complete suppression patterns in two dimensions can be decomposed into patterns containing 4 or 6 or 8 … or 2k cells (even cycles) and our mathematical analysis applies mutatis mutandis. It is simply easier to see and present in the simplest, 4-element, case. In higher dimensions or linked tables, each two dimensional slice of a complete pattern is a complete two dimensional pattern and consequently amenable to this analysis.
Let r = 2. Then X is protected if and only if any interval derivable for x contains (x-r, x+r) = (10-2, 10+2) = (8, 12) . This condition holds if X is in an alternating cycle of suppressed cells and if the cycle permits a flow of r = 2 units from x = 10 in both + and -directions. The alternating cycle is given by 17 13 30
In the + direction, we can move up to 5 units into X--more would force b < 0.
In the -direction, we can move up to 8 units out of X--more would force a < 0.
Verification that Table 2 protects X is demonstrated by exact intervals below. As we can move r = 2 units in either direction, X is protected. 


Confidentiality Characteristics of CCS
If complementary cell suppression is performed using a mathematical model that incorporates protection constraints explicitly, such as (1), exact intervals for suppressed sensitive cells must be nonsensitive and disclosure limitation is complete. Model (1) is a mixed integer linear program, which can be difficult or impossible to solve computationally by direct means such as branch and bound, except for small problems. Recent research has focused on solving medium to large CCS problems using branch and cut and specialized techniques [4] . Unfortunately, many organizations continue to solve CCS problems "by hand" or using computer programs based on "by hand" reasoning. These programs are faster than humans, but in the absence of CCS methodology, offer little improvement in terms of protection or data quality. We give two examples based on a typical disclosure rule for counts that defines the unsafe protection interval to be the interval (0, 5) (5-threshold rule). Table 3 is a 3x3x3 contingency table with all internal entries suppressed. Release of Table 3 is equivalent to release of all 2-dimensional table cells ("line" marginal totals) in lieu of the 3-dimensional cells (internal table entries). Table 3 is not a realistic confidentiality example because it contains published marginal totals with value = 1, failing the 5-threshold rule. We ignore this issue momentarily, returning to it in the next paragraph. Meantime, compute 2-dimensional Frechet lower bounds for cells (1,1,1), (2,2,2) and (3,3,3) within planes k = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Each of these lower bounds = 1. Each of these three cells is constrained by a marginal total (vertical) = 1, and consequently these cells cannot achieve value > 1. Hence, each has value =1, which has been revealed and is sensitive--disclosure limitation in this hypothetical example would have been entirely unsuccessful.
We return to the issue of realism. Replace Table 3 by a table comprising 5 copies of Table 3 stacked vertically, viz., a 3x3x15 table with two sets of planar marginals unchanged and the third (vertical) set with values five times those of Table 1 (table not drawn here) . This is a realistic example (no marginals < 5) for which 15 cells are revealed to have value = 1, so that disclosure limitation fails completely.
A second example illustrating the failure of non-mathematical CCS methods to protect data is given by Both examples illustrate that CCS should be done based on a verifiable mathematical model and NOT "by hand" or by software based, in essence, on "by hand" reasoning. For continuous data, these flaws can be detected by linear programming. For contingency data, efficient methods for computing exact intervals are available only for specialized classes of tables ( [10, 11] ). A heuristic iterative min-max method--a shuttle algorithm ( [12] )-to refine inexact intervals and on iterative midpoint refinement to construct consistent tables, is presented in ( [13] ).
The data releaser may opt to release exact intervals [l, u] for the suppressed cells. Even if the releaser does not do so, the sophisticated user can compute these intervals independently, at least for continuous data. So, it suffices to assume that exact intervals are available. We return to our working example. Again, we remind the reader that all situations are not as simple as this 4-element two-dimensional cycle; but, that all situations do comprise two-dimensional cycles that the intruder can analyze in precisely the same manner as we now proceed to do. Often contributor counts are released, so the intruder knows precisely the one contributor cells. If X involves two contributors, then by subtracting its own value, the second contributor can obtain even sharper bounds than those below.
If X involves only one contributor, then the intruder can deduce
which is sharper than l(x) < x < u(x). In addition, u(
By virtue of (2), exact intervals can be "shrunk" if p is known. It is often discussed as to whether the releaser should make the value of p public to enhance analyzability of the data. It would appear that the answer to that question is a resounding "NO". The next question is whether the releaser should release the minimal safe interval (x -r(X), x + r(X)). Again the answer is "NO" because in so doing, x = midpoint of (x-r(X), x+r(X)) is divulged, as are r = r(X) = (x + r(X))
-(x) and p = r/x. Under sliding protection ( [14] ), which requires only that the width of the protection interval be at least 2r(X), the second question is moot.
If releasing p erodes protection, how well protected is the value of this parameter? For each one or two contributor cell
= (radius/midpoint) of the protection interval for X These inequalities provide (many) upper bounds for p. In the context of a national census, or a set of different censuses or censuses conducted over multiple years, and a great many one contributor cells, many upper bounds (3) for p become available. The smallest, p' = p(X'), could be very precise.
A lower bound p'' on p can be substituted into (2) to sharpen estimation of sensitive single contributor values x. The intruder thus obtains a tighter interval than the exact interval l < x < u:
A lower bound can obtained via trial and error as follows.
-begin with any solution (e.g,, adjusted midpoint or IPF) -choose p" and protect X to within p"-percent -if the current cycle is not selected, then p > p'' -do this for each one contributor cell X -the largest p'' is a lower bound for p
Enhancements to the p/q-ambiguity related to weighting and imputation are examined in ( [15] ). In this section, we discover fundamental weaknesses related to release of exact intervals under a p/q-rule. X denotes a sensitive cell under a p/q-rule, and is suppressed with complementary suppressions A, B, C. Assume that exact intervals are released in place of suppressions. The p/q-ambiguity rule assumes that intruder knowledge is uniform across all contributions and cells, in that the intruder can obtain lower and upper bounds for any value with q-percent accuracy, for fixed q < 1 (expressed as a decimal). A natural generalization is to permit symmetric intruder knowledge which may vary from cell to cell, viz., for cells A, B, C, X, the releaser assumes that the intruder can obtain lower or upper bounds for cell values or its contributions accurate to within fractions 0 < q A , q B q C q X < 1, respectively. In this scenario, the releaser incorporates the corresponding constraints into the mathematical model (1) for cell suppression, solves the model for a final suppression pattern, and reports an exact interval for each suppressed cell value. Unfortunately, this scheme is also vulnerable, because along a suppression pattern based on an alternating cycle such as 
The reason why this scheme fails is given by the following proposition. It is straightforward to generalize Proposition 1 to suppression patterns in two-way tables and further to tables of network type ( [10] ). Indeed, the same result holds in complete generality. 
Proposition 1 Exact intervals [l
